
4th Annual Toy Sleepover, 
2018

Rock and Read



Welcome!

• Barney, Brownie, Buddy, Bushy, Eye Patch,

• Fluffa, Fluffy, Hot Wheels, Hunter, Julie,

• Kion, Luke, Maple, Mr. Moose, Nibbles, 

• Penguin, Pink Poop, Police Dog, Pupn, Ribbit, 

• Sherbert, Sofee, Sophie, Talking Poop, Zonky



Friday night, August 24, 2018
The toys have gathered and are tailgating before 
the Packer game!



The toys pulled out a TV to watch the Green 
Bay Packers!



The toys are reading books about the Green Bay 
Packers for halftime. *Sofee veered off and read 
about the Chicago Bears, ha ha. She wanted to 
learn about other bears.



The toys were sad with the outcome of the football game and 
not ready for sleep. Jill stopped in and played a lullaby. When 
she went home, Hunter and Penguin tried a duet using the two 
poops as pillows (they said it was alright!). The toys thought 
the sign THIS IS NOT A TOY was amusing.



Saturday, August 25, 2018 The toys slept in because 
they were up so very late with the football game. 
They are easing into the day by playing with the 
sticker mosaic.



This afternoon, the toys FaceTimed with Keifer
from Chicago who read the book ROBOT DREAMS 
to them. Now it is nap time!



The toys went outside and saw a painted rock with a teddy 
bear on it. They said, “Oh, wow! Perfect for a toy sleepover.” 
And then they had an idea…



The toys knew Elizabeth did painting 
rocks for the last craft for ROCK AND 
READ this week so they pulled out the 
supplies and started to have messy 
fun! Meanwhile, Nibbles knew that 
Elizabeth also passed out chocolate 
candy that looked like ROCKS to 
celebrate. Nibbles invited Hot Wheels, 
Fluffy and Eye Patch to snack with him!





The toys are having a dance party with some 
of the stuff from ROCK AND READ!



The toys found two flashlights at the library counter and then they all moved into the tent for the night!



Sunday, August 26, 2018 The toys are having game time! Penguin, Julie, Sophie, 
Pupn, Sofee, Eye Patch and Brownie are playing Ants in the Pants. Ribbit, Talking 
Poop, Fluffa and Mr. Moose are playing Jenga. Sherbert versus Nibbles on Who Am 
I? Barney, Pink Poop, and Maple with the Lincoln Logs. Hi Ho Cherry O being played 
by Kion, Luke, Zonky and Bushy. And the dogs love the dog bone pieces in the puppy 
game: Hunter, Buddy, Police Dog, Fluffy and Hot Wheels!





The toys got a message to stop everything and take in 
Mr. Ryan Alban practicing with the Seymour High School 
band! We have such fine musicians in Seymour!



The toys decided to play with the instruments and 
photo booth props! Ribbit, Fluffa and Talking Poop 
struck out on their own to play the rain sticks.



Karen stopped by to talk about a teddy bear puzzle 
she finished. Elizabeth will show it at story time on 
Monday and read a teddy bear book.



The toys decide to get together and celebrate that Seymour is 
having their Sesquicentennial this year! Oh, Nibbles! Do not 
take a bite out of that hamburger!



Elizabeth stopped by to read THE NEAR SIGHTED FROG (by 
Karla Krueger & Colette Bezio) before the toys went to bed. 
Some of the toys were goofing by wearing round candies they 
found, on their eyes, to look like eyeglasses. Haha “Corbin, be 
careful with your new glasses!”



Monday, August 27, 2018 The toys know their 
owners will pick them up soon. They started out 

today by coloring together.                



The toys watched a video about “Billie Jean” (by Michael 
Jackson) being played on a kazoo. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5cGmZ0IyQFU
Then they got kazoos and gave it a try!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5cGmZ0IyQFU


The toys joined in the shape of a heart to say goodbye 
to each other. They had a wonderful weekend of 
adventure. And now they are glad to get back to their 
owners.



Each toy got to take a home a kazoo and a certificate of 
knowing how to play it! It has been a great ROCK AND READ 
theme of enjoying all things rock and music. (Toy sleepover 
brought to you by L, K, P, C and E. ☺) See you next year for the 
5th Annual toy sleepover at the Muehl Public Library! 


